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2020-21 Aged Care Financial Report Questions 

Q 1. Would you please advise when the ACFR can be completed?  

A The Aged Care Financial Report (ACFR) for the 2020-21 reporting period is now available for 

online completion. Please click on the blue 'start' button on the Forms Administration website 

(https://health.formsadministration.com.au/dss.nsf/DSSForms.xsp). 

Q 2. When should the ACFR be completed? 

A It is a legislative requirement that the ACFR is lodged by 31 October 2021 using the submission 

portal. There is no legislative ability to grant an extension to the submission due date.  

 We strongly recommend that providers download the Excel version of the ACFR and commence 

populating the data as soon as practicable. Any issues identified in completing any of the tabs 

can then be determined and direct contact with the Department or the Help Desk is available 

as required to assist in the completion. 

Q 3. Is the requirement to provide data at the facility level new? 

A Yes, for the 2020-21 ACFR, this will be the first time that providers will be required to report 

financial data at this level. The collection of this detailed information will allow the 

Department to understand the income and expenses related to residential care for aged care 

providers. Providers can contact the Department for assistance to understand their reporting 

requirements. This should be done with sufficient time to complete the ACFR before the 

legislated due date. 

Q 4. Should all entities within the consolidated group be reported, or, only those within the 

consolidated group that relate to aged care? 

 A The financials for all of the entities and operations under the consolidated group, both Aged 

Care related and Non-Aged Care related, should be included in the consolidated segment 

report. 

Q 5. When splitting the Consolidated Segment Report by segment (Residential, Community, 

Retirement and Other) should corporate costs that relate to supporting the segments be 

allocated to 'Other' or re-distributed into the segments? If the intention is to allocate the 

corporate/supporting costs back in to the segments please provide guidance on the 

methodology to achieve this. 

A Corporate/supporting costs must be fully re-distributed into segments (Residential, 

Community, Retirement and Other). The Department requires that the principles of AASB 8 

Operating Segments be applied within the segment report to split the consolidated group’s 

financial performance and financial position by aged care segment. Providers should make 

reasonable estimates to apportion these costs based on individual business models and 

circumstances. In addition, the principles of AASB 10 Consolidated Financial Statements can be 

applied in completing this note. 

 The following steps can be used as an indicative guide: 

1. Determine the percentage of corporate costs that apply to each segment taking into 

account the nature of the segment - examples being that the property division would likely 

be predominantly relating to Residential and Retirement  segments, whereas clinical would 

be Residential and Community with little allocation to Retirement.  

https://health.formsadministration.com.au/dss.nsf/DSSForms.xsp
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 The “Other” segment should only include corporate costs relating to treasury, governance 

and areas that are not directly related to one of the operating segments. 

2. Once the allocation percentage for each segment is determined, the allocation within the 

segment (to each operating unit) can be based on a formula - Residential by number of 

operating beds for each facility (home); Community based on revenue for each program; 

Retirement based on number of units for each village; and Other. Whilst this allocation is 

more for internal purposes, however will be required for the detailed Residential Income & 

Expenditure Statements (by facility) and for the Home Care Package Income & Expenditure 

Statement (by program). 

Q 6. The balance sheet in the Consolidated Segment Report does not require segmentation for 

Cash, Financial Assets or Equity. On this basis, please confirm that these balance sheet items 

(Cash, Financial Assets and Equity) are excluded from the separate Residential Balance Sheet 

reporting requirements. 

A The residential balance sheet segment (which is at the Approved Provider level) will be based 

on the same concepts as last year. As such, cash and financial assets are not required to be 

allocated to the residential segment. However, the residential equity will need to be 

calculated similar to previous years. 

Q 7. Can you please confirm if the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Flexible Aged Care 

Program (NATSI flex) should be allocated to the Residential segment. 

A The NATSI flex should not be allocated to any of the Residential Segment tabs. In the 

consolidated segment note, NATSI flex should be included in the Community column. 

Q 8. Is the Transitional Residential I&E worksheet available for providers to use instead of the 

Detailed I&E worksheets (by facility)? 

A The Transitional Residential (I&E) that was part of the Excel version of the ACFR, appears as 

the Summary of Residential Income and Expenses screen within the ACFR online portal. This 

screen is completely auto-populated from data entered into the residential facility income and 

expense screens and provides a residential segment level income statement view. All 

providers are expected to complete the Detailed Residential Income and Expenses 

worksheets. Providers should contact the Department if they require additional support or 

guidance to assist them to complete the Detailed Residential Income and Expenses 

worksheets. 

Q 9. The ACFR asks for Direct Care Paid Hours, does this include training and leave hours?  

A When supplying the Direct Care Paid Hours could you please not include any leave, worker`s 

compensation or training hours. We do not want to include any hours where another person 

is required to work that shift and therefore those hours would be counted twice, once by the 

person working the shift and second by the person on leave, etc. 

Q 10. Is the SACH B (Accommodation Payments & Contributions) required to be completed for 2021? 

It doesn’t seem to be in the draft template.  

A Historically one of the main outputs from the SACH B information was the capture of 

legislatively required reporting around the daily payments received from residents. Along with 

the introduction of the new requirements of the ACFR a review was done to determine if 

there were other reporting requirements that could be taken out. As the requirement to 
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capture daily accommodation payments under Section 62-2(cb) of the Aged Care Act 1997 is 

now captured within the residential income statement of the ACFR, the completion of SACH 

Part B (Accommodation Payments & Contributions) is no-longer required. 

Q 11. Please advise if the figure for RADs Receivable in the Residential Balance Sheet and Approved 

Provide Balance Sheet should be inclusive or exclusive of Deductions, i.e. funds drawn from 

RAD deposits increase receivables total.  

A The ACFR RADs Receivable should include the amount of RADs that the provider is expecting 

from new residents that have elected to pay by lump sum deposit (RADs/RACs). Any other 

amounts receivable (deductions etc) should be included in 'Other Assets'. 

Q 12. In the AP (Refundable Loans) tab in the ACFR, where shall I put the receivable amount for our 

RFU residents? Are they included in Rads/Bonds receivable or Independent Living – Entry 

Contributions Receivable? Strictly saying they are neither of the above as they are partially 

refundable based on the various contracts.  

A As RFU entry loans relate to retirement living operations, they can be included under the ILU 

category. 

Q 13. Do we need to report TCP in the Residential Income & Expenses? If not, do we include them 

under “Other” category in the consolidated Segment Report?  

A Please do include these in the Residential Income & Expenses lines, the income from the 

Transitional Care Program should be included in the Other Care Income line item and the 

expenses should be included in the relevant line item the expense falls into e.g.: medical 

supplies, catering expenses, etc. 

Q 14. We run a central catering division which services both internal residential sites as well as 

external customers. Do we classify them under ‘Other’ in the consolidated segment report? 

A Catering will be included in the residential segment to the extent that it relates to meals 

provided in residential aged care, this will be the contracted catering costs in the income and 

expenditure statement. The remainder of the catering operations will be included in ‘Other’ in 

the consolidated segment report. 

Q 15. We currently have pre-operational services that are not listed in the income and expenditure 

upload template that has been provided by the Department. These sites make up part or our 

residential segment, so where do we report the income and expenditure that relate to non-

capitalised building costs and other expenditure. 

A If the sites are either under construction, or they have been designated as residential aged 

care sites (e.g. have approved places under current legislation) the assets should be reported 

as ‘Capital Work in Progress’ or within Property Plant and Equipment in the Residential 

Balance Sheet. The income and expenditure relevant to these offline facilities should be 

reported in the Non-Recurrent Section of the Expenditure Statement as ‘Other’. 

 Where the site is currently being used for a purpose outside of residential aged care according 

to the Aged Care Act 1997, that site, and its income and expenditure should only be reported 

at the approved provider level. 
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Q 16. It is difficult to separately identify accommodation expenses from within our maintenance 

expenses as it is not possible to identify and record this information separately.  

A The accommodation labour costs are related to employees completing major maintenance 

and refurbishments. It is suggested that the tasks completed by maintenance staff are 

reviewed to see if any of these costs should be allocated to accommodation labour costs, 

otherwise it is appropriate to leave the costs in the routine maintenance section. It would not 

be uncommon for a provider to not report any accommodation labour. 

Q 17. Does the definition of occupied bed days include the bed as occupied if a resident departs at 

10am of a certain day?  

A Each monthly Payment Statement lists the number of total full bed days that the facility has 

been paid subsidies, please use these total full bed day numbers to tally up the number of 

occupied bed days for the financial year. 

Q 18. Do agency fees include the agency staff cost and agency commission? 

A The agency fees line is for any non-salary and fees associated with the use of agency staff. 

Agency staff labour costs should be included in the relevant labour cost line item please. E.g, a 

registered nurse who is comes from an agency will have their costs (net of agency fees) and 

hours reported under the direct care category of Registered Nurse. 

Q 19. If an agency service provider does not list their “fee” separate to the cost for providing staff 

(i.e. their invoice rates are inclusive of the Staff Cost + Fee).  Is there a requirement to request 

them to provide a percentage so that it is possible to split out the fee? Or is there a 

recommended percentage to apportion these fees consistently?  

A It is recommended to contact the agency to provide the percentage included in their invoices 

and request for them to amend their invoices going forward to split out this fee. 

Q 20. Should the direct care hours include contractor hours?  e.g. a podiatrist or specialist who comes 

to a site periodically?  

A The hours for a podiatrist would be captured under Allied Health Professionals. Hours of care 

may be available on their invoices. If the invoice is stated by client, an average time can be 

requested from the podiatrist for consultations and then these averages can be applied to the 

number of client visits. 

Q 21. What section of the ACFR would you include retention bonus information?  

A Please include the workforce retention bonus payments in the COVID-19 Income line and the 

expenditure in the Labour Costs line in the COVID-19 Expenses section. 

Q 22. Do the sections: Residential Support, IPC and Preventative Measures within the Residential A C 

Expenses under the COVID Expenses include labour $ and other expenses or just other 

expenses?  

A Labour costs should be reported under the categories of 'Labour' and 'IPC Lead'. 
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Q 23. Where care, catering, laundry and cleaning are performed by the same staff member. Under 

the care hours pbd reporting do we need to apportion the % of care we believe these staff are 

undertaking as part of their role?  

A It is recommended to calculate a percentage for each labour category and split the labour 

costs and hours.  

Q 24. If all the staff of the approved provider are employed by its related party entity, how should the 

labour costs should be reported on the ACFR?  

A If a management fee is paid to the related party for operational expenditure, including staff 

costs, this management fee should be split out to allocate costs to the direct care categories. 

The actual management fee after these costs would be reported under administration. As the 

entities are related it is expected that there will be visibility of the operational costs incurred.  

Q 25. Is hours worked the same as FTE?  

A No, the hours worked is different to FTE. Hours worked captures all the hours worked by your 

staff while FTE is a unit to measure employed persons in a way that makes them comparable. 

The roster or payroll system should be used to gather hours worked.  

Q 26. The General Ledger that we use does not allow for easy identification of certain expenses (e.g. 

diversional therapists, nutritional supplements, incontinence supplies).  Is this an issue if such 

expenses are not reported separately (but included elsewhere)?  

A It is recommended that the chart of accounts should be reviewed as soon as possible to allow 

for an easier split of these expenses moving forward.  

Q 27. What do you do when you have a resident have income taken back or paid as an adjustment 

through Medicare after the end of the financial year?  

A It is recommended to include these adjustment figures in the following years financial results.  

Q 28. If a large amount of PPE has been purchased by a home and has been captured on the Balance 

Sheet as 'Inventory', and only a small amount has been expensed by year end as 'COVID 

expenditure' on the P&L, COVID expenditure is understated and therefore not an accurate 

reflection of what a home has spent. What is the advice in this scenario?  

A Most providers would treat the full invoice amount as an expense rather than split some into 

inventory. If an organisation has chosen to split this purchase then only the amount that has 

been expensed during the 2020-21 financial year would be reported. There would be a 

requirement for the next financial year to report another portion or the remainder of the 

purchase. 

Q 29. Should direct care paid hours include COVID staff hours?  

A No, COVID labour costs have been separated as they are outside of the normal operations that 

aged care facilities undertake. Direct care hours should include the hours related to the direct 

care labour costs paid before COVID-19 related staff. 
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Q 30. We have two facilities that function as one. However, they have two different licences. All cost 

and revenue are recorded to one cost centre. Is it acceptable to provide the data against one 

facility or are we required to split them into the two separate facilities?  

A All providers identified by the Department as operating co-located residential aged care 

services would have received the following email from Forms Administration on 14 October 21 

concerning options for how to report residential facility income and expenses for their co-

located services: 

 ‘You have received this email because you have been identified by the Department of Health as 

operating one or more co-located services.  

 If you would like to combine your co-located service(s) within the Residential Income and 

Expense section of the ACFR, you can enter data for one of the services within the Portal (or via 

the Excel template), and leave the other(s) blank. You will then need to contact the Forms 

Administration helpdesk to allow you to continue, as the blank service(s) will cause errors in 

the ACFR Portal.  

 Alternatively, you can apportion your Residential Income and Expenses across the co-located 

services listed on the ACFR Portal.  

 The 2020-21 Aged Care Financial Report (ACFR) is available to be completed via the Online 

Portal and is due on the 31st of October 2021.  

 If you have any questions or would like further information, please don't hesitate to contact 

the Forms Administration Pty Ltd helpdesk.  

 Phone: (02) 4403 0640 

 Email: health@formsadministration.com.au’ 

Q 31. What level of liquidity and capital adequacy ratios are considered "low"?  

A The ratios are included in this year’s ACFR for information only, noting that the Government 

has accepted the Royal Commission’s recommendation concerning the introduction of 

minimum liquidity and capital ratios moving forward (please see below an extract from the 

May 2021 Australian Government Response to the Final Report of the Royal Commission into 

Aged Care Quality and Safety): 

 The Government will legislate requirements in the new Aged Care Act that approved aged care 

providers must meet minimum liquidity requirements (from July 2023) and capital adequacy 

requirements (from July 2024). 

 The Government will further consult with the sector, including aged care providers and the 

financial services industry, on these new requirements including the implementation pathway 

prior to introduction. 

Q 32. Is the retirement column in the segment report for a retirement village?   

A Yes, the Retirement column in the Consolidated Segment Report should include Assets, 

Liabilities, Income and Expenses for retirement villages and independent living units (ILUs). 
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Q 33. What are the main changes/additions is in segment reporting?  

A A summary of the major changes to the 2020-21 ACFR can be found in the "Guide to 2020-21 

ACFR Changes" document available on the Forms Administration website at 

https://health.formsadministration.com.au/dss.nsf/DSSForms.xsp.  

Q 34. Who is required to sign the declaration?  

A As with prior years an ACFR Declaration becomes available to download from the ACFR portal 

once all required sections of the ACFR have been successfully completed. In prior years this 

Declaration has been signed by Key Personnel, but from this year the ACFR Declaration is 

required to be signed as follows (the information below is also included in the Declaration): 

 Who Must Sign the Declaration: 

 If the approved provider is not a State, a Territory, an authority of a State or Territory or a local 

government authority, the aged care financial report must be signed by: 

 (a)          if the provider is a body corporate that is incorporated, or taken to be incorporated, 

under the Corporations Act 2001—a director of the body corporate for the purposes of that 

Act; and 

(b)          otherwise—a member of the provider’s governing body. 

If the approved provider is a State, a Territory, an authority of a State or Territory or a local 

government authority, the aged care financial report must be signed by one of the approved 

provider’s key personnel who is authorised by the provider to sign the report. 

Q 35. Does the new quarterly reporting cycle mean the ACFR 2021-22 and the first quarter of 2022-

23 will be due at the same time?  

A It is expected that the new Quarterly Report will be due approximately 3 weeks after the end 

of the quarter, which will mean the September quarters report will be due just before annual 

ACFR is due. 

Q 36. Is there an option to complete the ACFR via an excel template rather than the online portal?  

A As part of this year’s ACFR all residential aged care providers will have the option to complete 

the residential facility income and expense information by entering information directly into 

the ACFR portal or by using an Excel template.  

 If the Excel option is chosen, then once logged in to the portal you will be able to download a 

customised Excel template which you will complete and upload back in the ACFR portal at 

which time the data will be read-in to the portal to allow for checking and for any validation 

errors identified to be addressed prior to submitting the completed ACFR. This process is 

different to the SACH Excel template that has operated for several years (and continues this 

year) whereby the completed SACH template is just re-uploaded to the portal without the 

data being read-in. 

Q 37. Is there any financial support to providers for the time taken for the additional reporting and 

also for any changes required to existing systems?  

A The Department has engaged StewartBrown to assist to providers with completing the  

2020-21 ACFR, with assistance available by emailing queries to 

ACFR.FacilityReporting.Help@Health.gov.au. 

https://health.formsadministration.com.au/dss.nsf/DSSForms.xsp
mailto:ACFR.FacilityReporting.Help@Health.gov.au
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Q 38. What do we do if we have technical issues accessing or entering data into the ACFR Portal?  

A If issues are encountered with the ACFR portal when entering data then please contact Forms 

Administration on (02) 4403 0640 or via email on health@formsadministration.com.au.  

Q 39. Is the consolidated segment report to be completed separately and uploaded to the online 

portal?   

A The Consolidated Segment Report is only required to be completed by non-government 

residential aged care providers. Each provider when they log in to the ACFR Portal should only 

see the sections they are required to complete based on their aged care operations. If you 

believe that the sections are incorrect then please contact Forms Administration 

on (02) 4403 0640. 

Q 40. Aside from the "residential and expenses" template, will there be a way of uploading 

information?  

A Apart from the residential facility income and expenses and the survey of aged care homes 

(SACH ) data which both have Excel templates, all other sections of the ACFR need to be 

completed via data entry directly into the ACFR portal. 

 To assist providers with the new Approved Provider movement schedules and acknowledging 

that not all of these new sections will apply to every provider, each of the movement 

schedules have an introductory Yes/No question that will auto-populate zeros in all fields if No 

is selected. Data entered into the new movement schedules will also auto-populate 

corresponding data items in the Approved Provider and Residential Balance Sheet sections of 

the ACFR.  

 In addition, providers are also able to select which segments apply when completing the 

Consolidated Segment Note with not-applicable segments also having all cells auto-populated 

with zeros. 

Q 41. If the parent entity is not an approved provider, should the consolidated Segment be at the 

Parent Entity level or Provider Level?  

A There is no requirement for the parent entity to be an approved provider for the purposes of 

completing the Consolidated Segment Report. The following is taken from the ACFR 

Guidelines (available at https://health.formsadministration.com.au/dss.nsf/DSSForms.xsp ) 

and provides further information on completing the Consolidated Segment Report. 

 Consolidated Segment Report 

-  If the approved provider does not have a parent entity or group structure, the Consolidated 

Segment Report is to be completed at the approved provider level with the total segment 

result and total segment net assets needing to agree to the respective totals in the AP 

Income & Expenditure Statement and AP Balance Sheet. 

-  If the approved provider is part of a group and is not the parent entity of that group, the 

Consolidated Segment Report needs to be completed at the ultimate parent entity level. 

-  The Consolidated Segment Report must be prepared in accordance with the recognition and 

measurement requirements as specified in AASB 8 Operating Segments. 

mailto:health@formsadministration.com.au
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Q 42. Is RAD interest when refunding RADs considered as permitted use in the ACPS – is the 

requirement to include this as cash outflow into RAD balances?  

A The following is taken from page 37 of the 2020-21 APCS Guidelines (available at 

https://health.formsadministration.com.au/dss.nsf/DSSForms.xsp) and states that interest is 

not to be included when reporting on refunded accommodation deposits in the Compliance 

With Permitted Uses for Accommodation Payments section of the ACFR. 

 Refunds of refundable accommodation payment deposits and entry contribution balances 

 If at any time through the year you refunded a refundable accommodation payment balance 

or entry contribution balance, you are required to report the total value of the refundable 

accommodation payment balances and or entry contributions balances that were refunded. Do 

not include any base or maximum permissible interest that was owed to the residents at the 

time of refund. (Balances only are reported). 

Q 43. The number of approved beds for my facility has decreased during the year. Which number of 

approved beds should be included in the report?  

A The approved bed figure reported in the ACFR should be the figure as 30 June 2021. 

Q 44. The financial support statement downloaded with the documents refer to the statement "must 

be provided with an aged care financial report submitted between 1 July 2021 to 30 Jun 2022. 

Is this not required until next year or is this required for the 2020-2021 financial year we are 

reporting in this return?  

A As noted, the new Financial Support Statement "must be provided with an aged care financial 

report submitted between 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2022". As the ACFR for the 2020-21 financial 

year is due to be "submitted" between 1 July 2021 and 30 June 2022, with providers with a 30 

June 2021 financial year end required to "submit" their 2020-21 ACFR by 31 October 2021, the 

2020-21 ACFR must be accompanied by the Financial Support Statement. 

Q 45. Are COVID costs excluded from their other respective cost line? or are they disclosed in both?  

A As each of the Income Statements with the ACFR (Approved Provider, Residential and Home 

Care) need to accurately reflect total income, expenses and net profit each income and 

expenses can only be entered once. In the case of COVID income and expense items they 

should only be recorded once against the relevant COVID category. 

Q 46. There is a "Transitional Income" tab in the download worksheet. There are also Resi Income 

and Resi Expenses tab. What is the "Transitional Income" tab for?  

A The Transitional Residential (I&E) that was part of the Excel version of the ACFR, appears as 

the Summary of Residential Income and Expenses screen within the ACFR online portal. This 

screen is completely auto-populated from data entered into the residential facility income and 

expense screens and provides a residential segment level income statement view. 

Q 47. Is the 30% bonus for Homelessness Supplement & Viability Supplement considered COVID-19 

income?  

A The 30% Homelessness Supplement and Viability Supplement were initially commenced at the 

time when a number of other Covid-19 support programs and grants were announced but 

they have continued on and as a part of the response to the Aged Care Royal Commission they 
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have been continued. Accordingly, the Homeless and Viability supplements should both be 

included in the Subsidies and Supplements (Commonwealth) in the Care Income section. 

Q 48. Our business does not record BS per segments but at the approval provider level – is it 

acceptable to break it down using our own methodology?  

A Yes, as providers are in the best position to understand their business structure and operation, 

providers should use their own methodology to segment their balance sheet. 

Q 49. We provide Home Care and Retirement Living only. Are there any significant changes in the 

ACFR relevant to us?  

A No, with the only change to the Home Care segment Income Statement being the inclusion of 

a new Other Information section to collect data on the number of clients required to pay an 

Income Tested Care Fee and the number of clients with the Income Tested Care Fee waived. 

Q 50. Can Retention Bonus income be classified under COVID-19 Income?   

A Please include the workforce retention bonus payments in the COVID-19 Income line and the 

expenditure in the Labour Costs line in the COVID-19 Expenses section. 

Q 51. Are the statements/reports required to be audited?   

A There are no changes to the audit requirements for the 2020-21 ACFR, with both the General 

Purpose Financial Statement (GPFS) submitted with the ACFR and the Annual Prudential 

Compliance Statement (APCS) section of the ACFR still required to be audited. All other 

sections of the ACFR do not need to be audited - this includes the new Approved Provider 

Permitted Uses Reconciliation which does not form part of the APCS. 

Q 52. Does the ACFR need to be completed in a certain order? Is it possible to do the segment report 

first?   

A Whilst providers can complete the ACFR sections in any order they choose, a number of the 

new sections for 2020-21 contain links that auto-populate other sections of the ACFR and 

therefore should be completed earlier in the process.  

 All the new Approved Provider Movement schedules auto-populate information into both the 

Approved Provider and Residential Balance Sheets. Likewise, the Compliance With Permitted 

Uses for Accommodation Payments section of the Annual Prudential Compliance Statement 

(APCS) and the Approved Provider Cash Flow Statement auto-populate data into the new 

Approved Provider Permitted Uses Reconciliation. 

Q 53. Does a letter of support have to be provided if there is no parent entity - ie community based 

facility (only one facility). There are no other services offered by the one entity - just a 

residential aged care facility.   

A No, the Financial Support Statement is not required if the Approved Providers is not a 

subsidiary of another body corporate.  

Q 54. If there is no parent entity, i.e, a business unit of a company, what is the expectation regarding 

a complete balance sheet? 

A The 2020-21 ACFR Guidelines (available at 

https://health.formsadministration.com.au/dss.nsf/DSSForms.xsp) states that "If the 

approved provider does not have a parent entity or group structure, the Consolidated 

https://health.formsadministration.com.au/dss.nsf/DSSForms.xsp
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Segment Report is to be completed at the approved provider level with the total segment 

result and total segment net assets needing to agree to the respective totals in the AP Income 

& Expenditure Statement and AP Balance Sheet. 

Q 55. Is there any specific advice for Government Providers, and the tabs of the new ACFR which they 

are/aren't required to complete? 

A Every provider when they log-in to the ACFR portal will only see the sections of the ACFR that 

they are required to complete.  

 As with prior years, state, territory and local government providers are not required to 

complete the Approved Provider sections of the ACFR which includes the new Consolidated 

Segment Report and Approved Provider movement schedules. 

 

Queries/Tips from the June survey 
• Ensure COVID-19 revenue and expenses listed at the Approved Provider (AP) level equal to 

or exceed the amounts received /spent on the Residential, Home Care and other sections of 
the business  

• The basic daily fee amount supplied should equate approximately to the current legislated 
amount of $52.71 per day, ensure there are no other fees included in this figure such as 
means tested care fees.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


